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1: Ichigo's Sheet Music - Game and Anime Sheet Music
Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in Amazon's fulfillment
centers, and we directly pack, ship, and provide customer service for these products.

Problems playing these files? The Kingdom Hearts games feature music that ranges from dark to cheerful to
sorrowful. Sherman and Richard M. Some Disney worlds in Kingdom Hearts feature corresponding music
from their related Disney film. The soundtracks feature a mix of piano and orchestral pieces. The main themes
differ from the other music in that they are pop songs. Kingdom Hearts II includes more vocal songs found
specifically in the Atlantica world, which features rhythm-based minigames set in the world of The Little
Mermaid. Chain of Memories and its remake Re: Its English counterpart, "Simple and Clean", is the theme
song to the English release of the games as well as the Japanese re-release of the first game, Kingdom Hearts
Final Mix. Both songs were written and performed by Hikaru Utada. The single, "Hikari", was released in
Japan on March 20, [12] and proved to be very popular; it sold over , copies in a week. Like the first theme,
Hikaru Utada wrote and performed both the Japanese and English versions, and there are two mixes. Creation
and influence[ edit ] Yoko Shimomura composed the music for the three main Kingdom Hearts games and
their remakes. She began composing video game music in , and joined Square in , but left in to work freelance.
Many of the musical pieces are arrangements of Disney themes, which Shimomura stated she enjoyed
arranging. Shimomura felt a great deal of pressure working on such recognizable tunes, and made an effort to
maintain the original mood and atmosphere of them while complying with the technical specifications of the
PlayStation 2. To keep aspects of it intact, Shimomura used a trial and error method to arrange the piece. She
played the game and looked over scripts and illustrations for inspiration. After coming up with ideas, she
discussed them with director Tetsuya Nomura and the game planners. Chain of Memories, she and her team
spent much of their time working on the fight music; Shimomura wanted the different fight music to reflect
different emotions such as happiness and sadness. The two main theme songs were written and performed by
Japanese American artist Hikaru Utada. She wrote two versions for each, one in Japanese and one in English;
the latter is used for international releases of the games. Utada was the only singer Nomura had in mind for the
first Kingdom Hearts theme song. He considered Utada an iconic young singer whose music could break
language and international barriers. These were followed by a compilation set which featured unreleased
tracks from the series, as well as new and rearranged versions of tracks from the re-released versions of the
games. The first soundtrack was released in Japan, United States and Europe. All other albums were released
only in Japan.
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2: Square Enix Music Online :: Kingdom Hearts Piano Collections :: Review by Jared
Piano Collections Kingdom Hearts is a compilation album of compositions from the Kingdom Hearts series arranged for
solo piano by Kaoru Wada. It was released on May 27, in Japan. It was released on May 27, in Japan.

It happens so rarely, that I cannot help but get excited. At this point, all my hopes were dashed. Seriously, take
a look at this tracklist, and ask yourself: Where is Deep Dive? Where are all of the awesome battle themes
Shimomura wrote for this series? Why is the album primarily a character theme album? The arrangements are
decent, and the performers do a remarkable job. Many of the arrangements are grand and bombastic; certainly
too difficult for any hobby-level pianist to perform. You definitely need to be a trained concert pianist to take
on most of these pieces. But despite their technical difficulty, I feel that this album is completely lacking what
makes Kingdom Hearts music so great. In the opening, we get a minimalist arrangement, and at the ending, we
get the "Concert Paraphrase," which is another way of saying "super-hard in-your-face piano. A pleasant
surprise is to be found in "Traverse Town. After that, it all becomes a blur. There was no subtlety to the
arrangement, no dynamic variation. Everything was just loud, all the time. Sora, Kairi, and Riku. The
performer of these tracks, Miwa Sato, does a fantastic job. In the last grouping of tracks, the only song that
catches my attention is "The 13th Side. This piece is the only one that I felt showed true dynamic variation and
subtlety, something I would have hoped for every track on the album. Had I been given creative control, the
key differences would have been track selection, and better variation in volume and tempo. A "Volume 2"
with different arrangements and a better track selection would still be welcomed by this gaming audiophile.
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3: Kingdom Hearts Piano Collections - Field and Battle Sheet Music - SquareSound
Original Music Composed & Produced by Yoko Shimomura Arranged by Kaoru Wada Performed by Takehiko Yamada,
Hiroyuki Nakayama & Miwa Sato Piano Collections Kin.

Her Kingdom Hearts scores are fan favorites, chock full of a wide variety of music from arrangements of
Disney tunes to dramatic original pieces. Kingdom Hearts has an abundance of wonderful music and
memorable melodies that are perfectly suited to an arranged album. However, for some time, it did not seem
as if we would ever see one. In its place, some fans worked on various arrangement projects dedicated to this
game to fill the void. The Kingdom Hearts Piano Collections is by no means close to a perfect album, but fans
of the series and soundtracks will surely enjoy the arrangements of some outstanding pieces from the games.
Body Almost expectedly, the album begins with "Dearly Beloved". This simple piano solo has been
extensively featured on the soundtracks, so it was certain to be included on this album. A few small flourishes
in the melody change up the piece slightly, while some slightly awkward high notes add a new texture to the
piece. However, this version is basically like listening to the original piece, which will surely please some fans
who enjoy the simplicity and emotion of the music while disappointing those of us who appreciate originality.
However, there is another version of the piece, entitled "Concert Paraphrase on Dearly Beloved," that features
a variety of changes to the piece. This arrangement takes the simple melody to an entirely different level,
adding a large dose of dramatic runs and heavy bass that gives the piece a sense of urgency but also majesty,
and works effectively as the closing for the album. One of the best arrangements on the entire album is
"Traverse Town". The original piece was a laidback, jazzy track that featured a smooth saxophone melody and
relaxing piano accompaniment. This arrangement preserves the atmosphere of the original and refrains from
making drastic changes that would ruin the spirit of the piece. This version is very light and bouncy, and the
melody is just as beautiful as it was originally. The arrangement is particularly effective when the melody
moves into a lower range with bass accompaniment. Unlike other arrangements on the album, this one stays
away from overly virtuosic scalar runs or flourishes, instead utilizing simple decorations that enhance the
piece rather than detract from the melody. It remains fairly true to the original and keeps the melody intact.
Towards the end, the piece reaches a climax th at involves some quick runs, but this adds to the beauty rather
than take away from the piece. My personal favorite arrangement is the brooding "The 13th Side". This
arrangement is very dark and grave, and does the melody justice. Though many may not enjoy this
arrangement because it retains the same melody and repeats many times, I enjoy the treatment it receives. The
piano naturally accents the ominous sound of the piece, and this arrangement treats us to an exciting climax
followed by a reflective restatement of the melody. Overall I find this arrangement highly effective and
engaging, one of the best on the album. Both feature excessive piano runs and needless flourishes that are
interesting at first, but eventually seem to distract from the melody and soul of the originals. Some may enjoy
the frantic nature of these arrangements and find them exciting, but others will be disappointed with the
over-the-top treatment. In the middle of the album, the arranger selected four pieces to encompass a four
movement "Sonata" for piano solo. The idea is a neat one; each piece is assigned a certain type similar to those
found in classical works. The first is "Sora - Allegro con brio". The second movement is "Kairi - Andante
Sostenuto". This movement is considerably slower than the previous one, and is overall very focused on
melody and the deep atmosphere. This arrangement features a section with some triplet runs, but unlike "Hand
in Hand" these augment and add an effective layer to the piece. Overall, this is one of the stronger
arrangements on the album and fans of the original piece will surely appreciate this track. While most scherzi
are lighthearted in nature, this one is quite dark and intense. This is also a very strong arrangement; it features
a number of quick runs but these are effective and are characteristic of the scherzo form. The ending in
particular is quite difficult and sounds reminiscent of Chopin or Liszt. The finale of the sonata is "Working
Together - Allegro vivace". This is a decent arrangement, but suffers from the same problem as "Hand in
Hand". Also, the melody repeats many times over the course of the arrangement, and often the bass
accompaniment is exactly the same which gives a feeling of never ending repetition. This arrangement is not
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nearly as strong as the previous two in this sonata, but is decent and moderately enjoyable nonetheless.
Summry Overall, this is a strong piano arrangement album, and fans of the Kingdom Hearts soundtracks will
be sure to love some of the arrangements. Some general problems include overuse of complex runs and
flourishes, and the arrangement choices themselves. Some pieces, such as "Hand in Hand" and "Working
Together", could have been replaced by other, more worthy pieces. The absence of the Shimomura favorite
"Destati" and other pieces like "Lazy Afternoons" or "Hollow Bastion" hurts what could have been a superb
album. This is nevertheless worthwhile for those looking for an enjoyable listening experience, although the
sheet music is intended for experts only.
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4: Piano solo Piano Collections Kingdom Hearts | eBay
Piano Collections Kingdom Hearts is a compilation album of compositions from the Kingdom Hearts series arranged for
solo piano by Kaoru Wada. It was released on May 27, in Japan.

Her Kingdom Hearts scores are fan favorites, chock full of a wide variety of music from arrangements of
Disney tunes to dramatic original pieces. Kingdom Hearts has an abundance of wonderful music and
memorable melodies that are perfectly suited to an arranged album. However, for some time, it did not seem
as if we would ever see one. In its place, some fans worked on various arrangement projects dedicated to this
game to fill the void. However, finally the piano collections were revealed, and finally we see Kingdom Hearts
getting Final Fantasy treatment â€” an album professionally arranged and performed. The Kingdom Hearts
Piano Collections is by no means close to a perfect album, but fans of the series and soundtracks will surely
enjoy the arrangements of some outstanding pieces from the games. Body Almost expectedly, the album
begins with "Dearly Beloved". This simple piano solo has been extensively featured on the soundtracks, so it
was certain to be included on this album. A few small flourishes in the melody change up the piece slightly,
while some slightly awkward high notes add a new texture to the piece. However, this version is basically like
listening to the original piece, which will surely please some fans who enjoy the simplicity and emotion of the
music while disappointing those of us who appreciate originality. However, there is another version of the
piece, entitled "Concert Paraphrase on Dearly Beloved," that features a variety of changes to the piece. This
arrangement takes the simple melody to an entirely different level, adding a large dose of dramatic runs and
heavy bass that gives the piece a sense of urgency but also majesty, and works effectively as the closing for
the album. One of the best arrangements on the entire album is "Traverse Town". The original piece was a
laidback, jazzy track that featured a smooth saxophone melody and relaxing piano accompaniment. This
arrangement preserves the atmosphere of the original and refrains from making drastic changes that would
ruin the spirit of the piece. This version is very light and bouncy, and the melody is just as beautiful as it was
originally. The arrangement is particularly effective when the melody moves into a lower range with bass
accompaniment. Unlike other arrangements on the album, this one stays away from overly virtuosic scalar
runs or flourishes, instead utilizing simple decorations that enhance the piece rather than detract from the
melody. It remains fairly true to the original and keeps the melody intact. Towards the end, the piece reaches a
climax th at involves some quick runs, but this adds to the beauty rather than take away from the piece. My
personal favorite arrangement is the brooding "The 13th Side". This arrangement is very dark and grave, and
does the melody justice. Though many may not enjoy this arrangement because it retains the same melody and
repeats many times, I enjoy the treatment it receives. The piano naturally accents the ominous sound of the
piece, and this arrangement treats us to an exciting climax followed by a reflective restatement of the melody.
Overall I find this arrangement highly effective and engaging, one of the best on the album. Both feature
excessive piano runs and needless flourishes that are interesting at first, but eventually seem to distract from
the melody and soul of the originals. Some may enjoy the frantic nature of these arrangements and find them
exciting, but others will be disappointed with the over-the-top treatment. In the middle of the album, the
arranger selected four pieces to encompass a four movement "Sonata" for piano solo. The idea is a neat one;
each piece is assigned a certain type similar to those found in classical works. The first is "Sora - Allegro con
brio". The second movement is "Kairi - Andante Sostenuto". This movement is considerably slower than the
previous one, and is overall very focused on melody and the deep atmosphere. This arrangement features a
section with some triplet runs, but unlike "Hand in Hand" these augment and add an effective layer to the
piece. Overall, this is one of the stronger arrangements on the album and fans of the original piece will surely
appreciate this track. While most scherzi are lighthearted in nature, this one is quite dark and intense. This is
also a very strong arrangement; it features a number of quick runs but these are effective and are characteristic
of the scherzo form. The ending in particular is quite difficult and sounds reminiscent of Chopin or Liszt. The
finale of the sonata is "Working Together - Allegro vivace". This is a decent arrangement, but suffers from the
same problem as "Hand in Hand". Also, the melody repeats many times over the course of the arrangement,
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and often the bass accompaniment is exactly the same which gives a feeling of never ending repetition. This
arrangement is not nearly as strong as the previous two in this sonata, but is decent and moderately enjoyable
nonetheless. Summry Overall, this is a strong piano arrangement album, and fans of the Kingdom Hearts
soundtracks will be sure to love some of the arrangements. Some general problems include overuse of
complex runs and flourishes, and the arrangement choices themselves. Some pieces, such as "Hand in Hand"
and "Working Together", could have been replaced by other, more worthy pieces. The absence of the
Shimomura favorite "Destati" and other pieces like "Lazy Afternoons" or "Hollow Bastion" hurts what could
have been a superb album. This is nevertheless worthwhile for those looking for an enjoyable listening
experience, although the sheet music is intended for experts only.
5: Kingdom Hearts Piano Collections Music Sheet Book
Kingdom Hearts" of the popular appearance in the piano collections series! Even if you think to yourself, "But the item I
want is only available in Japan.". Kingdom Hearts Piano Collections Game Music SOUNDTRACK CD BRAND NEW
Sealed.

6: Piano Collections Kingdom Hearts. Soundtrack from Piano Collections Kingdom Hearts
Kingdom Hearts Piano Collection Official Sheet Music Book.

7: Kingdom Hearts Piano Collections | eBay
Kingdom Hearts Piano Collections is a wonderful piano book that contains a selection of some of Kingdom Hearts' finest
pieces. Classified as a piano book for intermediate to advanced, this collection contains Kingdom Hearts piano sheet
music for tracks such as Dearly Beloved, Roxas and Traverse Town.

8: Kingdom Hearts Piano Collections - PDF Free Download
Print and download in PDF or MIDI Dearly Beloved. From the album "Piano Collections Kingdom Hearts." Can also be
heard in Kingdom Hearts HD ReMIX and Kingdom Hearts HD Final Chapter Prologue.

9: Kingdom Hearts Piano Collections Sheet Music | SquareSound
An oldy but goody for Kingdom Hearts Piano lovers. Especially for those who still haven't got it for themselves.
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